
I’m not an attorney, but I’ve been preparing CPLR 50-A and CPLR 50-B analyses 
and draft judgments based on these analyses under the supervision of Martin 

Jacobson, Creative Capital’s General Counsel, for the better part of two decades – and I’ve 
done several hundred of them.  In fact, I was hired with the specific intention of being taught 
the Article 50-A and 50-B methodology by our General Counsel, and eventually, using my 
finance and accounting experience, to be able to do this work independently (although still 
under Martin Jacobson’s supervision).  I will tell you, it took the better part of three years for 
me to understand these truly unique statutes.

  Our General Counsel also made a point of staying on top of seminal cases involving CPLR 
50-A and 50-B and incorporating the changes resulting from these cases into our analyses 
and draft judgments.  Such cases as Ursini v . Sussman [541 N.Y.S.2d 916, Sup. Ct., NY 
County, 1989] in which Justice Gammerman initially defined the methodology of applying 
CPLR 50-A; Rhoring v. City of Niagara Falls [84 N.Y.2d 60, 1994] which further defined the 
methodology of the CPLR and which determined that future damages are properly deemed to 
be liabilities fully owed by defendants as of the date of the liability verdict; Shultz v. Harrison 
Radiator [90 N.Y.2d 311, 1994] which held that the Supreme Court properly applied the 
4% adjustment to structured payments of future damage awards in addition to permitting 
evidence of inflation at trial; Karagiannis v. The New York State Thruway Authority [209 
A.D.2d 993, 4th Dept., 1994] which held that the discount rate in effect at the time of the 
award (not the liability date) is used to discount to present value and that great weight should 
be given to treasury bonds having a duration to maturity equivalent to the duration of the 
future damage award.  In Karagiannis, the long bond rate was used since the majority of the 
future damage award was for long term future damages.  

We were involved in other seminal cases including Bryant v. NYCHHC [93 N.Y.2d 592, 1999] 
in which the Court of Appeals held that the Trial Court correctly based the value of the annuity 
on the remaining undiscounted future damages, as opposed to the present value of the 
remaining future damages; and that it was proper to add the annual 4% increase required by 
CPLR 5041(e) to the future damages prior to discounting such damages to their present value 
(for the purpose of calculating attorney’s fees). We were also involved in Scannapieco v. City 
of New York [298 A.D.2d 81, 2nd Dept., 2002] which held that the plaintiff’s final monthly 
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payments begin on the verdict date (not the judgment date) 
and, Toledo v. Christo [18 N.Y.3d 363, 2012] which held 
that the proper method for calculating pre-verdict interest 
on future damages in a wrongful death action is to discount 
the future damage award to the date of death and award 
interest on that amount from the date of death to the date of 
judgment. 

Creative Capital is often provided with draft periodic 
judgments to review, to check and reconcile the numbers, and 
to determine if the CPLR and case precedents were correctly 
applied. The dollar amounts and present value figures in 
these draft judgments are often based on an economist’s 
calculations. In analyzing a proposed judgment, Creative 
Capital can back into the discount rate(s) used to discount to 
present value, determine if the proposed present value was 
calculated assuming a year’s worth of payment in advance 
(wrong) or by assuming that the first annual payment is made 
after a year (also wrong), if litigation expenses were deducted 
prior to the present value calculation (correct in 50-B) or after 
the PV has been calculated (correct in 50-A).  The mistakes 
we have found both in favor of, and against the plaintiff would 
astound you.  In one recent case, the last decretal paragraph 
of plaintiff’s proposed judgment recited a total present value 
of just over $3,000,000 when, in fact, it should have been 
$7,000,000.  We immediately caught and corrected this error. 

There is Only One Correct
It is our belief that there is only one correct way to calculate 
present value, determine the plaintiff’s final monthly 
payments, attorney’s fees and interest.  There is not a plaintiff 
methodology and a defense approach – there’s the correct 
way as detailed in CPLR 50-A and 50-B and further defined 
by Court of Appeals and Appellate Division cases.  Since 
we do not charge for either an analysis or draft judgment, if 
you have recently taken a verdict, please feel free to contact 
us. You will avoid paying an economist’s fee; you will have 
the advice and guidance of Creative Capital’s expertise and 
Creative Capital’s General Counsel’s knowledge; and you will 
have a correct judgment entered – all at no cost. 

Morris Lener, is Vice President of Creative Capital 
Inc. He has acquired particular expertise in the 
area of periodic judgments under New York Civil 
Practice Law and Rules Articles 50-A and 50-
B. Morris has testified many times in State and 
Federal Court on these issues and has achieved 
favorable results for Creative Capital’s clients.
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